LIST OF PHOTOGRAPHS

1. Statue of Lord Siddarameshwara (Family God).
2. Statue of Lord Siddrameshwara of Sollapur.
4. Dhrama Guru of Waddars (Bagalkot).
5. Siddrameshwara Temple at Hubli.
6. Researcher with Informants.
7. Researcher with Key Informants (Hubli).
8. Researcher with Key Informants (Dharwad).
10. Waddars Locality at Hubli (Hosur).
11. Overview of Waddar's Locality at Lakshmisinganakeri Dharwad.
12. Waddars Locality at Lakshmisinganakeri.
13. A Bandiwaddar breaking a stone log in a mine.
15. Waddars in Construction work.
17. Kalluwaddars giving final touches to stone pillars (Dharwad).

18. Aaged Wadda woman in preparing grinding stone (Hubli).

19. A Wadda woman with her kitchen.

20. Mannu waddars in digging foundation.

21. Mannu Waddars leveling the land for construction.

22. Researcher with Mannuwaddars during the time of their work.

23. Puberty rites are being performed.

24. Waddars marriage negotiations.

25. Marriage ceremony (Bridegroom while tying tail).

26. Researcher with Bandiwaddar (President Award Winning Teacher).

27. Researcher assisting a Wadda woman in Lifting the firewood bundle.

28. Wadda women with bundle of firewood on their head.
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